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INTRODUCTION 

 
‘If Jesus is the King, why doesn’t it feel like He is reigning?’  This discouragement is what 
many people feel.  ‘If Jesus is Lord why is my church so small and struggling so much and 

all the young people leaving?’  ‘If Jesus is Lord why is sin still so strong in my life and my 
holiness so weak?’  ‘If Jesus is Lord why is the government allowed to reverse things God 
has put in nature and make laws that contradict God’s laws?’  Understanding the nature of 

Christ’s reign, the way in which the kingdom manifests itself, is a problem in all ages.  It was 
also a problem for the Jews when Jesus, their King, came to Israel.  The Jews would only 
accept that Jesus was king if certain expectations were met.  In their minds the Messiah and 
certain things always went together.  If the Messiah comes that would mean judgement on 

all of the enemies of the Jews, especially any who had taken military action against them, 
like the Greeks and the Romans who had invaded the Holy land.  To their minds the coming 
of the Messiah would bring about a time of world peace and world domination where Israel 

would be the ruling power over all.  The Messiah would bring in a time of prosperity and the 
nations would bring their riches to Jerusalem, the capital of the new age.  John the Baptist 
arrives on the scene getting everyone excited about the King who is about to come and fulfil 

all their expectations, saying the kingdom is nigh.  Jesus arrives telling everyone that the 
Kingdom is here but all He does is forgive sins, welcome sinners into God’s people, heal 
those who in the eyes of the religious Jews had brought cursing upon their heads because 

of their sins.  He did not judge those they thought He should judge and He ended up 
judging them and warning them of judgement.  He forgave the sin of sinners and called the 
religious sinners.  When He did speak about judgement it was not a judgement they thought 

fulfilled their idea of the kingdom, it was a judgement aimed at them.  Just because Jesus 
does not fulfil your expectations does not mean that He is not King and that His kingdom is 
not present.   

 
The portion before us, 13:18-21, the well-known parables of the mustard seed and the 
leaven, are given to teach us about the kingdom of God.  So we will look at the parables 

and explain them and then we will apply the principles about God’s kingdom that they are 
teaching.   
 

Parables explained 
 
V18. ‘He said therefore, “What is the kingdom of God like? And to what shall I compare it?’  

Why is Jesus talking about the kingdom of God now?  Remember the context.  Jesus has 
been performing miracles that prove He the King is here.  He is putting on display the 
realities that the Messiah has come to set the captives free.  He is not the King they were 

expecting but He is no doubt the King.  He is now going to give teaching that will help them 
see why things are not playing out according to their expectations.   
 
Before we look at the parables themselves let’s think a little bit about the parables in 

general.  The parables are not like Aesop’s fables, stories and illustrations to teach universal 
morals.  No, most of the parables have a very particular function in relation to the kingdom.  
In Matthew 13 where Jesus teaches 7 parables, the disciples ask why Jesus teaches in 



parables, v10-11, ‘Then the disciples came and said to him, “Why do you speak to them in 
parables?” 11 And he answered them, “To you it has been given to know the secrets of the 

kingdom of heaven, but to them it has not been given.’  That word secrets is the word for 
mystery, these are things that God has hidden which He is now making known.  In 
particular the nature of the kingdom of God and how it manifests is what the parables are 

given to teach.  They illustrate key features of God’s kingdom which run contrary to those 
who already think they know what the kingdom of God is and what it will look like.  For 
example, where the Jews expected immanent judgement, many of the parables teach 

delayed judgement.  Any parable that has a seed being sown that has to grow, or any 
mention of a harvest, or of a master who goes away while the servants are left in charge, or 
about servants or virgins who have to wait for their master or the bridegroom to return.  All 

of these parables teach that very important detail of delay that they Jews were not 
expecting.  They thought that when the Messiah comes He would come to do all they 
expected.  Instead Jesus teaches a two stage salvation, first the Messiah will come and save 

us from our sins and go away, during that time the kingdom will grow as taught in the 
parables of the mustard seed and the leaven, and then He will return to judge and reap the 
harvest and hand out rewards.  Jesus first conquers the enemies of sin and satan by His 
dying on the cross, a big unexpected though prophesied reality, then there is a time of 

patience and salvation for the nations not instant conquest, and then after a delay all that 
they expected will happen.  The parables illustrate these kingdom realities.  The parables 
that talk about the kingdom are known as kingdom parables.  There are others which teach 

about God’s character or are used to convict the Jews, but there are distinct parables that 
teach us about the kingdom, the mustard seed and the leaven are two of them. 
 

V19-21, ‘It is like a grain of mustard seed that a man took and sowed in his garden, and it 
grew and became a tree, and the birds of the air made nests in its branches.”  And again he 
said, “To what shall I compare the kingdom of God? 21 It is like leaven that a woman took 

and hid in three measures of flour, until it was all leavened.”  
 
The first parable is the mustard seed.  A parable from the world of farming.  The mustard 

seed was a proverbially small seed.  To reference the mustard seed was to reference 
something tiny and seemingly insignificant.  There is a sower who sows the seed, it grows 
and becomes a tree.  Now the mustard tree is not a very large tree growing to a maximum 

of 15 feet.  The point of the parable is not to present the mustard tree as the biggest tree.  
The point of this parable is the contrast between a tiny seed and a large tree.  It is possible 
that there is a subversive element to using the mustard tree.  Israel would anticipate that in 

its kingdom glory it would be like a towering and mighty cedar, the mustard tree by 
comparison is humble and not as glorious.  There may be a deliberate point about the 
humility of the tree being made here.  Then we see that there are birds that make their 

nests in its branches.  It appears as if Jesus is making a deliberate comparison to this tree 
which represents the kingdom of God, and the tree that represents the kingdom of 
Nebuchadnezzar in Dan. 4:10-15.  There the birds speak of people from all nations 

inhabiting the tree, and it appears that Jesus is making the same point.  That the kingdom 
of God which comes from a tiny seed will house the nations in its branches.  The beginning 
may be small and insignificant but the end will be great.  A small beginning a time of growth 

and a glorious end. 
 
Then there is the parable of the leaven.  These two parables are almost the same in what 
they are seeking to emphasize.  This parable comes to us from the kitchen.  Instead of the 

patient farmer we have the experienced cook.  Here the kingdom is being compared to 
leaven not a seed.  Now some have taken this to be something negative.  Because leaven is 
often associated with negative things like sin, it is thought that Christ is issuing a warning 



about how sin is going to come into the church and taint it.  It was often taught in 
dispensational churches who wanted to shout down institutional churches that the leaven 

would infiltrate the institutionalized church and you should come away from institutionalized 
religion.  Simply because leaven has been used to illustrate the negative effects of sin, Mk. 
8:15; 1 Cor. 5:6; Gal. 5:9, this does not mean that it cannot be used to illustrate the effect 

of something good, namely the increase of God’s Kingdom.   The mustard seed and the 
leaven are two ways of illustrating the same thing.   
 

What is leaven? it is a reference to yeast which could be added on its own or from 
yesterday’s bread.  Yeast is basically a sugar eating fungus.  ‘In bread baking, when yeast 
ferments the sugars available from the flour and/or from added sugar, the carbon dioxide 

gas cannot escape because the dough is elastic and stretchable. As a result of this 
expanding gas, the dough inflates, or rises.’1  The woman we are told leavened three 
measures of flour, that is enough flour to feed 150 people, in other words, a large amount 

of dough is being leavened, not your usual daily amount for a household.  There is likely a 
point being made about the patient farmer who waits for the seed to grow and the patient 
cook who waits for the dough to leaven before cooking it.  Leaven and the seed both point 
to incremental but certain growth.  The birds of the nations and the whole lump being 

leavened point to the permeating effect of God’s kingdom.  The surprise in both parables is 
that the kingdom of God is not completely and suddenly present, but it starts small and 
grows steadily and will finally arrive at its full glory.   

 
Parables applied 
 

What then are the lessons that we can take from these parables?  Firstly, let’s talk about the 
lesson that should not be taken away from these parables.  These verses have been 
favourite verses for Postmillennialism.  The suffix pre, A, or post describes the relationship 

of the second coming of Christ to the millennium.  Premills believe that the 2nd coming of 
Christ is pre the millennium, Postmillennials believe that the 2nd coming comes after the 
millennium, and the amill position is wrongly named as it does believe in a millennium but it 

is spiritual in nature.  The Postmill position believes that the gospel will slowly take over the 
whole earth so that a golden age of Christianity will precede Christ’s return so that He will 
return to a mostly Christian world and civilization.  Besides the fact that an optimistic view of 

history is not presented to us in the Bible, but rather that the church will be a persecuted 
people who testify to God through suffering.  All millennial positions believe that the gospel 
will spread to every corner of the earth like leaven, and that there will be birds from all 

nations in its branches.  This truth does not presuppose an optimistic and triumphalistic view 
of history.   
 

The first lesson we must learn is that though the seed and leaven are tiny and small, they 
will grow.  Now we must be careful not to reduce this lesson to an axiomatic truth like ‘small 
people can do big things,’ or some other inanity.  We are talking about God’s kingdom and 

how it begins.  Think of how Christianity began.  The Savior of the world was a little baby, 
born out of wedlock, to a teenage fiancé, under a scandal, in a house not her own, without 
family and loved ones around her to support her, and had to put her baby in an animal’s 

feeding trough, because she was in an oppressed people being occupied by the Romans 
who were forcing the Jews to go to their families hometown for the purpose of a census.  
There is hardly a greater picture of obscurity and weakness.  The only human witnesses that 
night were not the kings and queens of earth’s most powerful kingdoms but some 
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shepherds and some animals.  But this is God who has become man to save us from our 
sins.   

 
Think of the humble beginnings of the church itself.  I love the way J C Ryle describes it: ‘Its 
first adherents were a little company, whose number probably did not exceed a thousand 

when the Lord Jesus left the world. Its first preachers were a few fishermen and publicans, 
who were, most of them, unlearned and ignorant men. Its first starting point was a despised 
corner of the earth, called Judea, a petty tributary province of the vast empire of Rome. Its 

first doctrine was eminently calculated to call forth the enmity of the natural heart. Christ 
crucified was to the Jews a stumbling-block, and to the Greeks foolishness. Its first 
movements brought down on its friends persecution from all quarters. Pharisees and 

Sadducees, Jews and Gentiles, ignorant idolaters and self-conceited philosophers, all agreed 
in hating and opposing Christianity. It was a sect everywhere spoken against. These are no 
empty assertions. They are simple historical facts, which no one can deny. If ever there was 

a religion which was a little grain of seed at its beginning, that religion was the Gospel.’   
 
The second lesson we see is that God’s kingdom inevitably grows.  As I was reading this 
section the section of the Bible that came to mind was Zechariah chapter 4:10, ‘For whoever 

has despised the day of small things shall rejoice, and shall see the plumb line in the hand 
of Zerubbabel.  “These seven are the eyes of the Lord, which range through the whole 
earth.”  Zechariah is a Post-exilic prophet.  He writing 20 years after Israel has returned to 

the promised land after her exile in Babylon.  Zechariah is given a number of night visions 
by God to encourage Israel that God will restore His people.  Zechariah is given 8 visions in 
one night (1:7), 8 layers of God’s grace, eight layers of God’s husbandly love towards His 

people, eight words of comfort and indicators of reconciliation after the terrible tearing of 
the exile.  Zechariah 4 deals with the 5th vision.  Solomon’s temple in all of its grandeur was 
destroyed and now a smaller less glorious temple is going to be built.  The task seems too 

much for this weak people, but God is here encouraging them not to despise the day of 
small beginnings, that He can finish a big work that starts in this way.  In the same chapter 
are the famous words, v6, ‘Not by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit, says the Lord of 

hosts.’  This is the key, do not fret when things start in a small way, in a way that seems 
weak because God will cause His work to grow by the power of His Spirit.  Things may 
appear weak from a worldly point of view but God is powerful by His Spirit to bring things to 

their victorious end.   
 
Listen again to Ryle: ‘But the PROGRESS of the Gospel, after the seed was once cast into 

the earth, was great, steady and continuous. The grain of mustard seed "grew and became 
a great tree." In spite of persecution, opposition, and violence, Christianity gradually spread 
and increased. Year after year its adherents became more numerous. Year after year 

idolatry withered away before it. City after city, and country after country, received the new 
faith. Church after church was formed in almost every quarter of the earth then known. 
Preacher after preacher rose up, and missionary after missionary came forward to fill the 

place of those who died. 
Roman emperors and heathen philosophers, sometimes by force and sometimes by 
argument, tried in vain to check the progress of Christianity. They might as well have tried 

to stop the tide from flowing, or the sun from rising. In a few hundred years, the religion of 
the despised Nazarene--the religion which began in the upper chamber at Jerusalem--had 
overrun the civilized world. It was professed by nearly all Europe, by a great part of Asia, 
and by the whole northern part of Africa. The prophetic words of the parable before us were 

literally fulfilled. The grain of mustard seed "became a great tree; and the birds of the air 
lodged in the branches of it." The Lord Jesus said it would be so. And so it came to pass.’   
 



But what about times like now?  What are we to think when Christianity is in the minority, 
when we are being pushed out to the margins.  For example, Australian Prime Minister Scott 

Morrison is a Charismatic Christian.  He spoke earlier this year at the Australian Christian 
Churches national conference.  He spoke as a Christian and said many things from a biblical 
worldview.  He spoke about how the devil is using social media to take the youth.  This was 

reported on by the Guardian in the UK who then went on to make some charges.  "Some 
might also see many of the Australian Christian churches concerns as identity politics, its 
doctrinal basis divides humanity into two groups. Believers who have been made pure in 

heart and wholly sanctified to the operation of the holy spirit by the blood of Jesus in the 
word of God and the wicked" who "willfully reject and despise the love of God manifested in 
the great sacrifice of his holy son and are therefore destined for eternal punishment in the 

lake which burns fire and brimstone."2  Christianity is being reduced to a form of oppressive 
identity politics to uphold Christian supremacy, it is being cast in the same light as white 
supremacy.  Quoting some experts it says, ‘"These specific Christian centric and in some 

cases, Christian supremacist voices purposely set out to undermine the social movement 
towards more inclusive policy and protection of rights."  What we are seeing here is this, the 
Christian worldview which upholds God’s norm for gender identity and sexual ethics is now 
being recast as an oppressive, supremacist identity politics.  The truth is being called a lie, 

bondage is being touted as freedom, those truths that have built western civilization are 
now being portrayed as the destroyers of civilization.  The darkness is getting darker, evil is 
getting stronger.  What are we to think about God’s kingdom at a time like this? 

 
We respond with Psalm 2:1-6, ‘Why do the nations rage and the peoples plot in vain?  The 
kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers take counsel together, against the Lord 

and against his Anointed, saying, “Let us burst their bonds apart and cast away their cords 
from us.”  He who sits in the heavens laughs; the Lord holds them in derision.  Then he will 
speak to them in his wrath, and terrify them in his fury, saying, “As for me, I have set my 

King on Zion, my holy hill.”  Christ is seated at the right hand of the Father, the devil is cast 
down to the earth, and knowing that his time is short he is raging and stirring up the 
nations against the Seed of the Woman, against the Bride of Christ.  Christ arose victorious 

from the grave and conquered satan, sin and death, He is merely awaiting the day when He 
will return and press His claim on this world.  This is an age of patience an age where the 
gospel goes out to the ends of the earth and sinners, enemies of Christ are being called to 

turn from their rebellion and return to their true King.  The end is guaranteed.  No matter 
how dark it may seem we will not be overrun, the gates of hell cannot prevail against the 
church.  We take consolation in the hidden nature of the kingdom, in its silent progress, and 

from the many times that the church had the world against it and yet God caused His cause 
to prevail.  God’s weakness is stronger than the strongest strength of men.   
 

This brings us to the third lesson, that there will be a tree with birds from all nations in its 
branches that there will be a lump fully leavened.  Christ will return one day and His glory 
will fill the earth as the water covers the seas.  We live in hope of the inevitable victory of 

God’s kingdom.  It may not occur in this age with Christianity taking over governments and 
chrstianizing the world but this age will end with Christ returning triumphant and all things 
being made new, all enemies punished, and all sin put away.   

 
Apply the lesson of the mustard seed and the leaven to your sanctification.  How great is the 
start of holiness in your heart?  Do you see it as small and insignificant, sometimes 
disappearing altogether?  If it is God’s seed it will grow and it will eventuate in God 
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completing His work of sanctification in you when He returns and gives you a glorified body 
free from sin, and a heart free from the love of sin.   

 
What about the progress of the gospel in NZ?  Does it seem that the church is not growing?  
We must not be discouraged the church has been in more dire straits in the past and God 

has prospered His work.  Even when governments have turned against the church and 
martyred her pastors and people the gospel prospered.   
 

What about that loved one that seems so far from Christ yet has a glimmer of light?  Shall 
we give up all hope or should we trust in the God who is able to grow the mustard seed and 
leaven the whole?   

 
These parables not only help us see what the Jews could not, but they encourage us as we 
see how God works to make His kingdom come.  Despite appearances He is Lord, He is 

working, He will be triumphant.  Let us pray, and walk and work to that end.       
 
                            


